
2022 ATTENDANCE POLICY

All Star Teams

In 2022 we want athletes to have the best opportunities and to be happy in their time

here at MCA. Our All Star team attendance rules are very important and we have high

standards in place to ensure everyone is training and competing in a safe and supportive

environment. Cheerleading is at its core team sport and it is important that our athletes

and families understand that their team can not train safely and effectively with a team

member missing.

We do understand that life happens and sometimes missing training is unavoidable.

Especially the extra concern about Covid-19, isolation requirements and cold & flu

symptoms it is sometimes necessary for athletes to miss training. We are very supportive

of our athletes' other activities and priorities and we promote balance in life. We value

our young people developing time management skills and making use of all the

opportunities that may come up.

However, in response to an athlete making the decision to miss training for other

opportunities or priorities coaches will need to make our own decisions about the effect

that has on the team and the safest, most effective way to proceed. This may mean that

the athlete’s position in routine skills or sections may change, and there is the possibility

of athletes being replaced for the next event if the impact cannot be managed easily

another way. If possible they will be added back into the routine for the remaining

competitions but this can not be guaranteed. We will avoid this where possible but our

highest obligation is to the team as a whole and we will make tough decisions to ensure

that the majority of the team can train and compete effectively, safely and successfully.

A similar process will be followed if an absence is due to injury or illness, although

allowances will be made where possible. The reasoning for this is that although there may

be a valid, unavoidable reason for the missed training sessions, the absence of a team

mate affects the team in the same way regardless of reason. Athletes who have 100%

attendance are therefore our priority because they then have the opportunity to train and

develop the most effectively for a successful season. Our top priority is the safety of our

athletes and coaches, absent athletes can miss essential progressions and safety training

and put their teammates, their coaches and themselves at risk.

Missed Competitions

Likewise, athletes who will miss any competition for the season will not be choreographed

into the routine to begin with. They also have the option to train with their team for this

time and join in on the parts of the session that they can still perform (generally about

half of each class) or transfer to a CheerSport team or recreational class until after the

missed competition. After this they will be put into the routine if it is possible to do so,

but again, this cannot be guaranteed.
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Please inform the office and your coach before enrolling if you expect to miss any

competitions or 3 or more training sessions in a term. Failure to do so may mean the

athlete is excluded from competitions for the entire season. Exceptions to this policy will

be assessed on a case by case basis initiated by the coach if appropriate. Please do not

request special consideration as this is a rare situation. Families are encouraged to book

holidays away during training free periods. Please refer to the calendar in your 2022

Information Pack as these may not align with your school holidays.

Exams and Schoolwork

MCA does not support athletes missing training because of too much school work or exams.

We pride ourselves on teaching our athletes not only cheerleading skills but essential life

skills. Effective time management is important for teenagers and young adults to learn and

we encourage athletes to plan for busy periods and exam time well in advance. Of course,

if a school exam is scheduled during training time the athlete will be excused but this will

count toward the 2 allowed absences for that term.

Our priority is to set our teams up for a successful season, with safe progressions

and maximum development of skills. Athletes who have good attendance will find

they are set up for a successful season and optimal team and personal

development. With your help we can ensure MCA continues to be a successful and

safe place to belong!
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